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Every time a meter is contacted...

1) Examine meter’s clock module registers

2) Search Windows registry for TZ with matching signature 

(GMT offset, DST offset, DST start and end dates)

3) If a matching TZ can be found, write Windows display 

name in TimeZone table entry for that Source

So the TZ for a source in ION_Data will update as 

the Windows Registry and the meters change!
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See KB 16517 for 

details

The flow of Timezone information through ION software

Things to watch for...

The Windows Registry information about timezones changes from time to time, whether TZ names, DST dates, or whole new zones.  Date changes 

matter most to the meters, name changes matter most to EEM.  

If the GMT offsets and DST bias values in your meters don’t match any TZ in Windows, ION Enterprise’s lookup to find a TZ name will fail and the 

existing TZ entry for that source won’t be changed.

If a meter is never programmed, it will have 0 GMT offset and 0 DST bias.  This matches a real timezone!  This is why an unprogrammed meter shows 

up in ‘Casablanca, Monrovia, Reykjavik’.  If you see this, go program your meter, then go pick the right timezone in EEM.

When the TZ assigned to a source in ION_Data changes, running IONDatabaseLoader -pairs won’t change the timezone for the matching source if it 

already exists in EEM.  What it will do is add that timezone to the SRC_Timezone table if it isn’t already there and make it active.  This is why you may 

see new timezone entries show up from time to time in date selectors in EEM.  You are better off deactivating unwanted timezones than deleting them 

since IONDatabaseLoader -pairs will simply re-add deleted ones the next time it runs.

If the EEM SRC_Timezone.DisplayName entry for a source doesn’t match any name used in the Windows Registry because the TZ name used by 

Windows has changed, then TZ lookup done by EEM will fail.  This will prevent processing of timestamps for the TZ in question.
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EEM loads the initial guess of a source’s 

TZ from ION_Data when that source is 

fist discovered during a “-pairs” run, but 

from then on it can only be changed 

manually in the Admin tool or through 

DB edits.
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